Could this be just what you need to tap the potential of the outdoor comfort market?

Pack a Hudson 411 (Schefenacker) and you're set to tackle the new business opportunities of the outdoor comfort market.

It will help you develop a whole new area of business—insect control at estates, in parks and outdoor recreation areas for living and playing comfort.

This power mist sprayer will go anywhere you go—community recreation and picnic areas, golf driving ranges, resorts and residential areas. It's light—weighs only 28 lbs. Features finger-tip control for easy and convenient operation.

Use it to penetrate the foliage of dense shrubs around the home, estate or park.

It also has the reach you'll need for fruit trees and high shrubs.

Think what you could do in half an hour with this compact portable tool.

Or, how many different outdoor jobs it'll help you do in one day that you couldn't before because of cumbersome equipment.

It has a colorful plastic tank that holds 2¼ gallons of spray. There's a 3 hp, 2-cycle, air cooled engine which uses a gasoline-and-oil mixture. Efficient muffler assures quiet running.

Adjustable nozzle cap deflects air stream up, down, right or left. Or it's removable for straight-ahead discharge.

Also available is duster Model 412—adaptable for dusting, wet-dusting, as well as mist spraying. Write us for more information about the Hudson 411—or 412.

H. D. HUDSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
589 E. Illinois St., Chicago 11, Illinois